For Immediate Release

SCHROEDER INDUSTRIES INTRODUCES

BULK DIESEL FUEL FILTER CART WITH

70 GPM FLOW RATE | BDC 70 GPM

March 2016 | Leetsdale, PA

Leetsdale, PA - Schroeder Industries, a recognized leader in filtration and fluid conditioning products, releases the bulk diesel fuel filter cart with the BDC 70 gpm flow rate.

The Bulk Diesel Coalescing Cart BDC is a highly effective method for gross removal of microbial bloom contamination, rust, sludge and water from bulk diesel fuel. It applies a three-stage filtration that includes a bag filter, particulate and coalescing filter. The standard BDC is a 25 gpm cart with an available water sump heater and automatic water drain with a 5 gallon remote sump on the cart. The BDC is now available with an optional 70 gpm flow rate as well. With this new addition, we have now a choice of 25 gpm or 70 gpm units to fit a wide range of bulk diesel tank sizes.

About Schroeder Industries
Schroeder Industries, an ISO 9001: 2008 certified company, designs, manufactures and markets filtration products for the hydraulic and lubrication, filter systems, process and fuel industries. Their expertise in filtration technology, superior filter and element technology capabilities, dedication to customer service and product support are the reasons Schroeder is a worldwide leader in Advanced Fluid Conditioning Solutions®.

Contact: Fuelfiltrationmanager@scheroderindustries.com

For further information about Schroeder Industries and its products, please call 724-318-1100 or visit: www.schroederindustries.com
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